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To the Corporate Governance Committee of the 

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (“OECD”) 

via e-mail to: CorporateGovernance&CorporateFinance@oecd.org 

21 October 2022 

 

Response to the Public Consultation on Draft Revisions to the G20/OECD Principles of Corporate Governance 

 

 

 

Dear Chairman Kanda-san, 

Dear Members of the Committee on Corporate Governance,  

 

We welcome the opportunity to comment on the proposals for a revision of the G20/OECD Principles of 

Corporate Governance (“Principles”), as we regard them as an important guidance for internationally acting 

capital market participants, such as investors and issuers, regulators, and legislators. 

Our response to the consultation commences with some general remarks on the applicability and scope of the 

Principles and refers to individual sections in the second part. 

We generally regard an updated view on Corporate Governance and the connectivity and interdependence of 

sustainability-aspects of the E- and S-dimension as timely and adequate. The dynamics around the topic of 

sustainability and ESG of the recent years have shown that a more coordinated approach can help creating a 

more aligned understanding of these ever more important topics. 

The Principles are ideally suited to serve this purpose and this role is also reflected by their recognition as 

reference in article 44 of the draft agreed between the EU Parliament, the EU Council and the EU Commission 

on the Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive (CSRD)1. Acknowledging that the Principles are not a 

Corporate Governance Code itself, they pose an important orientation for country-specific codification and 

should therefore reflect this responsibility. Thus, more concrete guidance and a clear set of minimum standards, 

i.e., in the areas of independence of directors, proof of sustainability expertise among board members and the 

incorporation of sustainability into executive remuneration would be helpful. 

We are fully supportive of the holistic concept of diversity as laid out in the current draft of Principle V.E.4 (p. 

42) that we have defined and applied for several years already. However, we recommend that the Principles 

should reflect and be linked to recent or proposed legislation, i.e., the recently announced political agreement 

on EU-level for a quota on company boards of at least 40% for boards consisting of purely non-executive directors 

resp. 33% for boards (including also executive directors). 

 

 

 
1 See: https://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/57644/st10835-xx22.pdf 
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Regarding individual chapters of the Principles, we recommend the following: 

Chapter I: Ensuring the basis for an effective corporate governance framework: 

- To include in I.A. that “The Corporate Governance framework should […] be aiming at reflecting 

international best practice standards as well as expectations from investors.” 

- To express in I.B. that companies should not consider corporate governance as a ‘tick-the-box-exercise' 

but should be asked to provide meaningful information about the way how they adhere to these 

standards. Explicitly, to amend the “comply-and-explain"-principle of many codes into an “apply-and 

explain”-approach, as the UK Stewardship Code already seeks adherence to from Asset Managers and 

Asset Owners. 

Chapter II: The rights and equitable treatment of shareholders and key ownership functions: 

- To strengthen the importance of the “one-share, one-vote"-principle in the 4th para of the introduction 

(p. 15) by including the following: “The presence of Dual Share Class-structures, preference shares or 

other shareholder rights-diminishing mechanisms should be regarded as a clear violation of the “one-

share, one-vote"-principle and require mechanisms that compensate minority shareholders 

meaningfully and protect their interests.” 

- To add to the basic shareholder rights in II.A. the following: 

o Have a say on remuneration systems and reports for Executives and Boards 

o Require a special audit 

o Decide on the format of the AGM 

o Hold board members accountable through discharge 

- To clearly allocate in II.C.3 the right to decide about the AGM-format to shareholders and provide them 

with a regular vote on this, while especially considering ownership structures that include a controlling 

or majority shareholder. Furthermore, after more than two and a half years of mostly virtual AGMs, we 

have evaluated the treatment of shareholders and their rights critically and prefer “classic” physical and 

hybrid formats over purely virtual ones. From our perspective, it has become even more important to 

ensure that accountability is established during these meetings. 

- Following our experiences from three virtual AGM-seasons, we regard not only the right to ask questions 

but also the right to receive answers as elementary for shareholders. Given that questions had to be 

submitted in written form, but answers were delivered only verbally (i.e., in Germany), this information-

asymmetry should be closed by making answers also available in written form. This should be reflected 

accordingly in II.C.4. 

- We are fully supportive of II.C.7. and encourage the OECD and its members to reduce still existing 

hurdles that present administrative and/or cost-burdens and thus, conflict with the fiduciary obligations 

of international investors. We especially regard the system of sub-custodians and resulting early cut-

offs up to two weeks prior to the AGM as inefficient when it comes to the exercise of voting rights. It 

must be ensured that also centrally voted shares can be altered until the vote count during the AGM 

closes. Only then, investors are able to react meaningfully on new information. An initial step to address 

the different facets of so-called “Proxy Plumbing” can be increased transparency along the voting chain. 

- As II.D. calls for and supports the idea of collaborative engagement among investors, they are still 

confronted with differing views by national competent authorities that would rate such behaviour as 

“Acting-in-Concert" or else. A harmonized approach is required to ensure that investors can effectively 
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fulfil their role as fiduciary towards their clients. By highlighting this, the OECD Corporate Governance 

Committee would be supportive in underlining that investors are willing to engage collaboratively but 

are constrained by such regulations. Redeeming these constraints could help to improve the integrity 

and effectiveness of capital markets.  

Chapter IV: Disclosure and transparency 

- First, we note that despite the role sustainability and ESG is emphasised throughout the document, IV.A. 

reflects on the term “non-financial”. It might be worth considering the alignment with the wording also 

shown in IV.A.2. 

- To assess how board members are fulfilling their mandates, we rely on the disclosure about their 

attendance. Individual disclosure on board and committee attendance should therefore be added to 

IV.A.6. 

- Furthermore, proof of qualification, disclosure of a competence-profile for the whole board as well as a 

matrix that allocates the qualifications to each director would increase the information level for 

investors. 

- To ensure the objectivity and independence of auditors, we have introduced limits for tenure of both 

audit firms and audit partners. In this context, we demand an external rotation after ten years and 

internal rotation after five years. Looking at current legislation and trends, audit cycles for audit firms 

of more than ten years are only allowed in a minority of OECD-jurisdictions (p. 156, OECD Corporate 

Governance Factbook 2021). Thus, a clear position on maximum terms for external and internal rotation 

should be included in IV.C. to provide further clarity. 

- IV.C. should also reflect and incorporate the following: “To effectively oversee and co-ordinate the work 

with the auditor, boards should establish audit committees that are led by and staffed with independent 

financial experts.” 

Chapter V: The responsibilities of the board 

- We welcome how the Principles capture the extended responsibilities of boards and their special 

accountability towards the company’s shareholders.  

- To reflect this special responsibility, independence has become an ever more important requirement 

for directors and candidate as outlined in V.E.  

- We would therefore encourage the OECD Corporate Governance Committee to define a minimum 

standard for the evaluation of the level of independence, i.e., a threshold for tenure (e.g., max. ten 

years) or former roles (e.g., executives of the company) in V.E.  

- Further to that, boards with a majority of independent directors should act as effective mean to ensure 

that interests of minority shareholders are protected. The same applies for committee composition and 

should therefore be included in V.E.1. 

- Structurally, we propose that selected roles of the board, i.e., the chairs of audit and remuneration 

committees, should be required to be held only by fully independent directors, following their special 

responsibilities. This requirement should be added to V.E.2. 

- As boards have to oversee more and more sustainability-related facets of the corporation, the 

establishment of a dedicated sustainability committee could drive board effectiveness further. 

Regarding the prominence of this topic, it should be included in the bold part of Principle V.E.2. 
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- V.E.3. addresses the need for sufficient commitment by directors. Ensuring that individual directors 

have enough capacities (in time and mind) and to reduce the still prevailing number of over-boarded 

directors, the number of external mandates a director can assume should be clearly limited in this 

Principle. Special roles, such as the chairs of boards and audit committees, require even more dedication 

and should therefore be attributed an additional mandate. 

- Furthermore, and to allow shareholders to assess how the board fulfils its own requirements in terms 

of competencies etc., a qualifications’ matrix can provide this information easily and should be added 

to V.E.4. 

Chapter VI: Sustainability and resilience 

- We generally welcome that a dedicated chapter captures sustainability. Although, directors fulfil first 

and foremost a controlling function and in specific cases an advisory role, the concept of double 

materiality has also to be fully understood by the directors in the company-specific context. In doing so, 

directors are ideally able to align the long-term economic interests of the corporation and its 

shareholders with wider environmental and social/societal ambitions. Ignoring this, directors may also 

violate their duties. 

- Disclosure of sustainability-related goals as mentioned in VI.A.4. should also be extended to an 

incorporation of such targets into the executive remuneration and thus, create a clear link between 

communicated strategic ambitions and the incentivization of management. 

 

We hope you will find our comments and suggestions helpful for your further consultation and are at your 

disposal in case of any questions. We confirm that this document may be openly shared on the website of the 

OECD as we will publish this document on our website (www.dws.com) as well. 

 

Sincerely yours, 

 

 

DWS Investment GmbH 

 

 

   
 

Petra Pflaum      Nicolas Huber 

CIO for Responsible Investments                  Head of Corporate Governance 


